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Abstract: In contrary to the popular belief of the existence of a simple self-sufficient village economy in the pre-colonial India, it has 

been observed that the rural population was divided into different ‘social classes’ according to the amount of wealth one accumulates. 

The highest class of the social echelon was comprised of landlords, money lenders and grain-traders. Rich peasants belonged to the 

second class and the third class comprised of the mass of rural farmers. In the next stratum, the peasants who were dependent on credit 

for getting agricultural inputs constituted the class of poor peasants. The bottom tier of this hierarchy comprised of share croppers and 

landless agricultural labourers who mostly belonged to the lower castes of the society. This differentiated class structure has a historical 

trajectory of formation. However, rural community in West Bengal as well as in other states is resembled with the characteristics of over 

determinism, i.e. landlords may well act as money lenders, grain-traders to the rural peasants and small farmers may well play the role of 

share-croppers, agricultural labourers. However, whatever be the nature of conglomerated structure of rural peasantry they were always 

subjected to ‘class exploitation’ -as the surplus labour exerted by the farmers are mostly usurped by the landlords, money lenders and 

grain traders. To put an end of this age-old exploitative class relation, government both at the centre and state levels took serious steps 

after Independence. Constitution, after its genesis in 1950, got amended for the first time in 1951 to provide legal safeguard to the land 

reforms acts. West Bengal, took an early endeavour to enact Estate Acquisition Act, 1953 and Land Reforms Act, 1955 to guarantee 

tenancy reforms. However, such acts became effective later when Left front voted into power in West Bengal and started implementing 

land redistributive measures rigorously and meticulously.         
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I. Background: 

The plight of the people belonging to the lower stratum of class hierarchy has had the attention of the Marxian literature for a long 

time. Considering peasant as a very important political entity, it opens up the question of the land relation to a specific type of mode of 

production as specified by Marx himself. They are– primitive communism, slave economy, feudal economy, capitalism, socialism. Among 

these five modes of production, three are analyzed in great detail: feudalism, capitalism, and socialism. Each mode of production is distinctly 

characterized and demarcated and the transformation from one stage to other is considered as a one shot total shift in production relation. 

Conflicts raised from particular mode of production are regarded as the guiding force behind class-struggles that ultimately bring the 

transformation. As the society progressed towards a pre-given destination of socialism, it incorporates a change in land relationships in 

agriculture, along with labour relationships in industry. Marxist literature traced mainly four tires of agricultural hierarchy under capitalism-

day labourers, small peasant, middle peasant, big landed estate owners. The socialist resolution is unambiguous about the transformation 

process regarding big-estates. Engels (1894) wrote: 

   

“As soon as our party is in possession of political power it has simply to expropriate the big landed proprietors just like the 

manufacturer in industry. Whether this expropriation is to be compensated for or not will to a great extent depend not upon us but upon the 

circumstances under which we obtain power and particularly upon the attitude adopted by this gentry, the big landowners, themselves. The 

big estates thus restored to the community…….and are to be assigned as cooperatives.”  

 

Engels was aware that this simple formula of turning capitalist enterprises to socialist enterprises could not be applied to the small 

propertied peasants as they feared to loose their small holding – the only means of their subsistence. The Marseilles congress of French 

socialists who launched first agrarian reform programme on 1892 faced practical problems regarding the application of the above said forced 

appropriation on small peasants. The challenge was “how was the peasant to be helped, not the peasant as a future proletarian but as a 

present propertied peasant, without violating the basic principles of general socialist programme”? (pp-627, Marx, Engels; Selected Works) 

To meet this challenge, the party introduces a theoretical preamble with reform proposals that seeks to protect the small peasant property 

from the destruction of capitalist mode of production although accepting the fact that the destruction is inevitable. The resolution of the party 

regarding day labourers- the undisguised proletariat of agricultural sector was not specific. It justified the exploitation of day labourers by 

small peasants and condemned it if the exploiter is big estate owners. To quote “……..if they exploit day labourers are to a certain extent 

compelled to do so because of the exploitation to which themselves are subjected” (ibid: 630). However, the formation of cooperatives 

remained as a unanimous solution of all exploitations. This shows that the holistic approach of transformation has limited applicability in 

policy planning unless the state power forced to do so (for example: forcible acquisition of all arable lands and compelling peasants to exerts 

labour as the member of the cooperatives formed by state authority). This indeterminacy provides an instance to theorize the disaggregated 

nature of agricultural population. 

India inherited a skewed pattern of land ownership from her colonial past. The policy planners of newly independent India put their 

faith in socialism and land reform through „redistribution‟ was an obvious choice for them to provide „justice‟ to the farmers. The objectives 

laid down in the reform programme aimed to put an end to the feudal structure in agricultural sector within the constitutional boundaries 

rather than class struggles between two polarized parties. Their effort ultimately resulted in a combined structure having characteristics of 

both capitalism and feudalism. The particular structure is coined by various names such as “land-lord capitalism”, “semi-feudalism.” 

Therefore, it has been observed that the class centric, exploited-exploiter version of agrarian relation could not incorporate the 

multidimensional land relationship and its association to the „exploitation‟.  This study seeks to conceptualize this indeterminacy of land 

relationship and traced out the contours of changes (if any) in the post reform period in reference to the state of West Bengal. 
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II. Brief description of the State of West Bengal: 

In this section, we will present a concise description of the agrarian economy following the periods of radical movements of land 

reform. Left Front Government abandoned the method of „political mobilization from below‟ for successful implementation of reform laws 

in the early eighties after the judgment of Calcutta High Court that discouraged such mobilization (Khasnabis, 1981 & 1982). Since then land 

reform in West Bengal lost its radical character and consequently it becomes a mere bureaucratic affair managed by both government 

officials and panchayat functionaries. However, the changes (whether positive or negative) may be described in terms of the following 

trends. 

II.1 Increase in production:  With the advent of land distributive measures in West Bengal, a temporal surge in yield rates of principal 

crops have been noticed. Land reform is an institutional reform programme exercised by the government and in that sense it is mostly 

technology neutral. Besides, green revolution is not very effective in the eastern part as opposed to Punjab, Haryana, Western Uttar Pradesh, 

Kaveri Delta etc area (Frank, 1973). Thus, land reforms must have been played the pivotal role in increasing yield rate of the staple, principal 

crops viz. rice and wheat.  

Table 1: Yield Rates (kg/hect) of Principal crops in West Bengal during 80s to 2011-12 

 Source:  

i. Table 6.7, Statistical Abstract West Bengal, pp-144-146, BAE&S, GoWB 2005. 

ii. Districtwise Estimates of Yield Rate and Production of Nineteen Major Crops of West Bengal during 2010-11 to 2012-13, 

BAE&S, GoWB 2015. 

 

Note: The Bhadoi season commences roughly 1
st
 July and continues upto the middle of October while the Winter season begins from the 

middle of October and ends in the middle of January next year. Rabi season starts from the middle of January and extends upto March and 

finally the summer seasons commence from the beginning of April and ends in the end of June. 

 

Table 1 exhibits a continuous rise in the production of paddy, the major food crop of West Bengal. This phenomenon of sudden 

increase in food production is attributed to different reasons by scholars. Saha and Swaminathan (1994) claimed that the estimated 

exponential growth of agriculture for West Bengal during 1981-82 and 1990-91 was 6.4% as opposed to a meager rate of 2.7% for all India 

level during the reference period. These comparative results seem to be very inspiring for agricultural growth of West Bengal. They argued 

that the adoption of new technology is the prime mover for such growth. On the contrary, a number of scholars (Sen and Sengupta, 1995)
1
 

identified land reforms and panchayati raj as the main cause of development. However, the average rate of growth of food grains 

productivity is 3.26% - which is not impressive. 

Table 2: Index Number of Agricultural Productivity in West Bengal 

STATE 1985-86 1990-91 2000-01 2010-11 2011-12 

WEST BENGAL 127.1 148.2 190.6 245.4 236.3 

  Source: Table 5.0, Economic Review 2011-2012, BAE&S, GoWB, pp: 44. 

Note: Base year- Triennium ending crop year 1981-82 = 100. 

 

II.2 Increase in Marginal Holdings: 

It has been observed that the percentage of marginal holdings to total holdings registered a gradual increase from 29.16% in 1981 to 

36.50% in 1991 and 49.74% in 2001 respectively. By the contrary, the amount of small holdings decreased continuously from 31.21% in 

1981, 29.95% in 1991 and 28.97% in 2001 respectively. Both semi- medium holding and medium-holdings exhibit a sharp dip between 1991 

and 2001. The proportion of large holdings showed a marginal decline from 3.66% to 3.58% in the decades of eighties after which it further 

increased to 3.95% in 2001.  Note that the average size of holding declined sharply between 1980-81 and 2000-2001. 

Table 3: Classification of Land Holding according to the quantity of land 

QUANTITY OF 

LAND 

(ha.)/YEAR 

MARGINAL  

(0-1ha.) 
SMALL  

(1-2ha.) 
SEMI 

MEDIUM  

(2-4ha.) 

MEDIUM 

(4-10ha.) 
LARGE  

(10ha. and 

above) 

AVERAGE 

SIZE OF 

HOLDINGS 

(ha.) 

1980-81 
16,19,657 

(29.16) 

17,33,512 

(31.21) 

14,03,246 

(25.26) 

5,94,883 

(10.71) 

2,03,484 

(3.66) 
0.94 

1990-91 
20,64,440 

(36.50) 

16,94,000 

(29.95) 

12,69,052 

(22.44) 

4,25,530 

(7.52) 

2,02,668 

(3.58) 
0.90 

2000-01 
27,58,843 

(49.74) 

16,06,686 

(28.97) 

7,83,773 

(14.13) 

1,78,298 

(3.21) 

2,18,976 

(3.95) 
0.82 

CROP/YEAR 1980-81 1990-91 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2010-

11 

2011-

12 

RICE-

BHADOI 
(AUTUMN) or 

AUS 

937 1485 1736 2091 2069 2117 2036 2138 2213 

RICE- 

AMAN 
(WINTER) 

1429 1594 1979 2374 2319 2339 2441 2507 2565 

RICE- 

BORO 

(SUMMER) 

2497 2973 3240 3034 2986 3086 3093 3290 3174 

WHEAT 1672 1970 2485 2215 2189 2315 2103 2760 2765 
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2010-11 
28,90,646 

(49.73) 

15,56,602 

(28.96) 

 

7,30,577 

(14.14) 

 

1,09,787 

(3.20) 

 

2,21,970 

(3.97) 
0.77 

Source: http://agcensus.dacnet.nic.in/ 

 

II.3 Increase in Agricultural Labourers: 

 

The data as presented in table 4 reveals the fact that the percentage figures for both cultivators and agricultural labourers to Total 

(Main+Marginal) Workers have fallen during the decade of 90s and 2000.    

Table 4: Sex-wise segregation of Cultivators and Agricultural labourers in West Bengal: 1991-2011. 

CATEGORY 1991 2001 

P M F P M F 

CULTIVATOR 64,07,349 

(29.24) 

55,25,006 

(30.27) 

8,82,343 

(24.09) 

56,13,113 

(19.03) 

46,72,284 

(20.77) 

9,40,829 

(13.44) 

AGRICULTURAL 

LABOURERS 

54,81,548 

(25.01) 

41,47,375 

(22.72) 

13,34,173 

(36.42) 

73,50,988 

(24.92) 

50,81,540 

(22.58) 

22,69,448 

(32.41) 

TOTAL 1,18,88,897 96,72,381 22,16,516 1,29,64,101 97,53,824 32,10,277 

 

Table 4 - Concld. 

CATEGORY 2011 

P M F 

CULTIVATOR 56,53,922 

(19.2) 

46,55,210 

(20.8) 

9,98,712 

(14.1) 

AGRICULTURAL 

LABOURERS 

73,62,957 

(25.0)  

50,80,236 

(22.7) 

22,82,721 

(32.2) 

TOTAL 1,30,16879 97,35,446 32,81,433 

 

Source:  

1. Primary Census Abstract of Total Population, Directorate of Census Operations, Govt. of India. 

 -1991, Series-1, pp-142.  

2. – 2001,Table A5, Series 20, Volume-I, Directorate of Census Operations, pp-3, 28, 30. 

3. Primary Census Abstract of Total Population 2001, Directorate of Census Operations, Government of India, pp-28, 30. 

4. Table 9: Distribution of workers by category of workers- 2011 retrieved from http://censusindia.gov.in/Tables_Published/A-

Series/A-Series_links/t_00_009.aspx on 09.07.18 

Note: Figures in the parentheses indicate the percentage out of total figure for the main and marginal workers for the respective 

categories in the state. 

 

II.4 Increase in fertilizer consumption:  

 

West Bengal, along with other eastern states, was late starter of green revolution. The state experienced a quantum jump in fertilizer 

use following the decades of eighties. Consumption of fertilizer per unit of gross cropped area increased from 86.93kg in 1990-91 to 

132.47kg in 2004-05. The respective data is presented in table 5. 

Table 5: Consumption of Fertilizer (in Kgs) per unit of Gross Cropped Area (ha.) in West Bengal over different periods of time 

STATE/YEAR 1990-91 2000-01 2001-02 2004-05 2007-08 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 

WEST 

BENGAL 
86.93 119.02 120.48 132.47 140.98 172.56 177.96 179.10 

Source: Statistical Abstract West Bengal, BAE&S, GoWB 

-2005, Table 6.15, pp- 252. 

 -2012, Table 6.15, pp- 304. 

 

II.5 Low wage rate for field labourers:  

Even though there is a continuous rise in the average wage rate for agricultural field workers it is not at par with the requirement of 

rise in price of food and non-food items (in this respect, the Index number of consumer prices for Agricultural Labourers has been cited)
2
. In 

eighties, i.e. in the early years of land reform, the wage rate was only Rs. 7.26, it gradually increased to Rs. 21.50 in the next decade after 

which it became Rs. 55.97 in 2000-01. In 2004-05, it was recorded at Rs. 60.69.  

  

Table 6: Average wage rate for Male Agricultural Field labourers in West Bengal over different periods of time (Daily wages are in 

Rs.) 

STATE/YEAR 1980-81 1990-91 2000-01 2001-02 2004-05 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 

WEST BENGAL 7.26 21.50 55.97 56.93 60.69 95.44 118.88 149.01 

Source: Statistical Abstract West Bengal, BAE&S, GoWB 

-2005, Table 6.22, pp- 264. 

 -2012, Table 6.22, pp- 317. 

Note: Figures relate to crop year i.e. July to June. 
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III. West Bengal and Land Reforms: 

The historical experience of pre independence West Bengal reveals a logical relationship between capitalist development and a 

non-capitalist relation of production. The late seventeenth century British revenue policy made a structural change in agriculture sector 

that attempted to integrate the age-old landed aristocracy into a new fiscal system. According to the Permanent Settlement Act 1793, 

introduced by Lord Cornwallis, the former land holders and revenue intermediaries were conferred proprietorial rights to the land they 

held in lieu of a land tax which is fixed in perpetuity. This Permanent Settlement prevailed in the provinces of Bengal and in certain parts 

of the South. Thus, “the landed society then ceased to be a closed one and any moneyed person could become a landed magnet.”(Kumar, 

Desai et. al,1984). The government laws were acted as complementary to the newly innovated agricultural revenue policy. The 

implementation of Regulation Act 1859 censored the occupancy rights of raiyats which was against the custom of that time. However, 

these legislatory provisions along with newly introduced revenue policies truly demolished the old pattern of land relationship. The result 

of which was the outbreak of many peasant revolts in different parts of rural Bengal. Many parts of Bengal, especially eastern Bengal, 

witnessed series of peasant uprisings; the late 1850s was the most direct manifestation of detrimental relationship between the zamindars 

and raiyats. The crisis was triggered off by the peasant disturbances in the Santal Pargana (1855) followed by indigo districts (1859-61).  

 The particular causes on which the revolution was centred were different but the main issue was the fear of the process of 

disintegration of the traditional agrarian structure. The long list of peasant movements showed the extremity of peasant agitation that 

compelled the legislators to think over the issue seriously. The Rent Act of 1859 and the Bengal Tenancy Act of 1885 revitalized the 

occupancy rights of raiyat that was seized in the Regulation Act of 1859. This Regulation Act in the name of Rent Act, 1859 was 

intended to protect the interests of raiyats and delivered them a sort of occupancy right. It has been stated in this act that raiyats who had 

either cultivated or held their land for a period of at least twelve consecutive years were declared to have occupancy rights in those lands. 

However, there were lots of legal loopholes in the provision of this act, which the Zamindars made no mistakes to exploit. So, the Rent 

Act, 1859 was not at all encompassing legislature to protect the interests of the raiyats and that is why, a more comprehensive legislature 

was all that needed. So, the Rent Act could not neutralize the dispersion of agrarian discontents and triggered peasants unrests 

particularly in East Bengal. The Peasant Movement of Pabna District (1873) is worth mentioning in this regard. In order to satisfy all 

these agrarian discontents landmark legislation in respect of tenancy reform was enacted in 1885, which is known as The Bengal Tenancy 

Act. The provision of occupancy right and attributing the security of tenure were the two major features of this act but the act remained 

silent relating the question of status of bargadar as tenant.  

 

In 1939, Floud Commission was constituted under the chairmanship of Sir Francis Floud to investigate the entire question of 

Tenancy reform. It observed, “A non-agriculturist purchaser generally lets out the land in barga (share-cropping) while the agriculturist 

purchaser generally cultivates the land with the aid of family members” (Kumar, Desai et. al, 1984: ibid). The Commission concluded that 

the growth of barga system was bound up with the commercialization of land- the appropriation of most valuable rights in the land, the 

occupancy right, by non agriculturist. To explain why produce paying tenancies are increasing in number at a very rapid rate, the District 

Collector of Rupgang and Narayangang district of Decca expressed: “The increase in barga lands is largely due to the indebtness of the 

raiyats and where the moneylender and the landlord are one and the same person, the evil is at its worst,” (ibid: pp-159). 

 

 

The human and social cost of this institutional innovation in agrarian sector is largely evident in the occurrence of respective 

famines. The severity of all such catastrophes was highest in the famine of 1943 (Sen, 1981). The retaliation of the farmers was also severe. 

However, such resistance got an organizational shape at the time of the famous Tebhaga movement launched in September, 1946. This was 

for the first time in the history of peasant resistance in Bengal, the peasant community in spite of having a heterogeneous entity unionized 

under a political umbrella. Unlike the previous peasant resistance that hovered on subsidiary issues relating to a particular incidence, the 

Tebhaga charter concentrates on the basic issues that led to peasant exploitation. The charter raised the following demands: 

 Right to one third share of produce 

 Grant of occupancy right on the barga land 

 12.5% should be considered as the ceiling limit of the paddy loan 

 Delivery of share on due receipt 

 The produce should be shared at bargadars house instead at landowner‟s 

 khamar (farm house). 

 Abolition of different kinds of extraction known as abwabs. 

After independence two consecutive laws, each complementary to the other, are passed in the state assembly. They were the West 

Bengal Estate Acquisition Act of 1953 and the West Bengal Land Reforms Act of 1955. West Bengal was late starter in respect of 

implementing the land reform laws. The political will in implementing the land reform laws was perhaps also missing before the Left Front 

government was voted into power. It is to remember that the time when Left Front Government started implementing the reform programme, 

the vitality and the expectation associated with the programme was already depreciated to a good extent in rest of the states of India. The 

leftist government of West Bengal attempted to implement the land reform programme “within the existing legal parameters”. The 

government of West Bengal publication- Land Reforms in West Bengal: A Statistical Report (1979), as can be noted in a ten point agenda of 

reform included: 

1. Quick recording of the names of sharecroppers (bargadars) to secure the hereditary rights of land they cultivate. 

2. Distribution of already available surplus lands to marginalized section of agricultural population with active cooperation of 

Panchayat, the elected bodies at grass root level. 

3. Detection of more vested land by applying quasi-judicial investigative instruments along with peasant organization and 

panchayat. 

4. Ensuring supplementary credit to the beneficiaries to bring an end to the exploitation related to credit market. 

5. Assigning permanent titles as permissive possessors to all landless agricultural workers including artisans and fisherman. 

6. Providing small sources of irrigation to pattadars through bamboo tube wells and dug wells with heavy subsidy from the 

state. 

7. Giving financial assistance to the beneficiaries for land development. 
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8. Abrogation of old revenue system inherited from the colonial period and replaces it with a new measure under which 

revenue is assessed on landholding above a certain valuation on a progressive rate and small and marginal farmers are 

exempted from revenue. 

9. Restoration of land alienated by distress sale provided that the purchaser himself is not a poor peasant (who owned less 

than one acre of land under his possession). 

10. Designing a food for work programme in order to build a rural infrastructure that would primarily benefit the poor peasants 

and agricultural workers in lean seasons (Source: Roy Choudhury, 1980). 

It is evident from the above specified ten point agenda that at the beginning of the programme the objective of the Left Front 

Government was to create a „class‟ of self-sufficient independent peasant working as economic agents for agricultural development. Hence, 

the focus was to create an atmosphere encompassing different aspects of production including both land and non-land inputs. But in later 

stage, the key subsidiary agenda related to the main programme are either dropped or the responsibility was shifted to the other departments. 

Thus, the all inclusive character of the reform programme has been eroded to a great extent.  

 

Operation Barga in West Bengal has been theoretically and empirically examined by many scholars and research institutes. It has 

been argued in many studies that the legal support of cultivation and guaranteed entitlement to the share of produce must have motivated 

bargadars to intensity their way of cultivation by means of deploying more labour and capital for every unit production of output. This 

resulted in increased productivity of barga cultivation in West Bengal. In a study conducted by The Socio-Economic Research Institute, 

Kolkata during early eighties it was found that – 

I. 40% of bargadars households in the sample, reported increase in the yield, 

II. 65% of the sample households reported slight improvement in their economic status. 

 

 The study also brought out the fact that Operation Barga helped these bargadars to have easy and better access toward the non-land 

inputs.  However, there are a good number of studies which contested this barga recording programme, as such barga recording which in 

effect gave rise to a lawful support of cultivation to bargadars in the land of their owners, ultimately embittered the relation between the two. 

As a consequence, as these studies suggested, landowners was not interested to advance production and consumption loans which they did 

before Operation Barga to the bargadars resulting in a down fall of farming productivity.  So, whether Operation Barga has increased the 

productivity of barga cultivation is indeed a debatable issue but one thing is beyond doubt that Operation Barga has certainly raised the 

bargaining power of the bargadars with traditional money lenders and landowners, which the bargadars had never enjoyed before. 

 

IV. Conclusion:  

At the time of independence, we inherited a crippled economy. Infact, the colonial government unjustly enrich themselves by means 

of usurping the income and wealth. Indian economy has been worst hit by the regressive economic policies of the British. As a result, 

agriculture was seriously suffered. West Bengal, an eastern regional state in the Indian federal structure, is no exception of it. West Bengal 

had gone through many brutal colonial exploitations. When India became independent, West Bengal experienced stagnated agrarian 

structure. Such regressive structure of agriculture has been coupled with a set of non-land exploitative inputs like- landlords, money lenders, 

traders who registered a free growth under colonization. All such exploitations by colonial rulers and their native aide resulted in peasant 

movements in West Bengal and in other parts of the country under the peasant organization of the Left parties. Tebhaga i.e., the demand for 

one-third of total crop share, was the name of a famous peasant movement which actually formed the basis for legitimizing share-cropping or 

barga cultivation. Finally, to address the issue of peasant unrests and to restore the economic status of the poor, government both at the 

central and state level started taking initiatives. Article 31-B was the result of First Constitutional (Amendment) Act 1951. It provides legal 

safeguards to the land redistributive measures in the states. In West Bengal, the state government passed and enacted Estate Acquisition Act 

in 1953; and consequently, Land Reforms Act in 1955 to legitimize and guarantee tenancy reforms.  

 

 Notes: 

1. Sen and Sengupta (1995) presented a paper entitled, “The Recent Growth in Agricultural Output in Eastern India, with 

Special Reference to the case of West Bengal”, in a workshop on Agricultural Growth and Agrarian Structure in 

Contemporary West Bengal and Bangladesh at the then Calcutta in January, 1995. They estimated agricultural growth rate 

for the period of 1981-82 to 1991-92 to be 6.5%.  

 

2.                                                         Table 14.7 

Index number of consumer prices for Agricultural Labourers  

(Base: 1986-87=100). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Ministry of Labour, Labour Bureau, Government of India as quoted in Statistical Abstract, 2001-02, Bureau of 

Applied Economics and Statistics, Government of West Bengal, pp-577. 

 

 

 

 

 

Year Food General 

1996 235 239 

1997 242 248 

1998 286 287 

1999 312 311 

2000 280 293 

2001 281 299 
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